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Council Vision &Mission
Technology has been the biggest enabler in current times, especially during the pandemic since 2020 and the following
disruption thereof.
Technologies like Cybersecurity, Blockchain NFTs, Drones, Robotics, AI,AR ,VR, Metaverse and so on found new
importance in human work, life and business sustainability.
It is a fact that all these emerging technologies support and compliment each other.
However, it was found that most technologies used to interact and share ideas in silos, like blockchain groups, AI
groups, Drone experts groups and so on.
We thought it will bring richer technological experience and growth opportunities if all technology groups interacted
with each other. We needed a place for common dialogue to unite the brilliance.
Hence, our aim is to bring all the Emerging Technologies under one big umbrella so that ideas between different
technologies can be shared amongst everyone. This will bring about not only deeper and wider knowledge sharing, but
also a stronger support system for all.
We welcome people to join our endeavour to build a robust and flourishing network of women in technology who drive
innovation, creation and co-operation in this ever expanding and enlightening journey of The Digital Dawn of
Technologically advanced society of the future!
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Shalini Paul , National President
EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES COUNCIL , WICCI

BIO :Shalini Paul is a career ‘Entrepreneur’ having started her first venture in the travel industry in the

year 1997. After a decade of serving the travel trade including her expertise in immigration laws she
experimented with other corporate roles.
In 2018 she also became a consultant member of the Delhi Chapter of Overseas Security Advisory
Council a non-for-profit wing of the US Embassy and soon became involved in leading the Women
Security Initiative using technology and specifically leveraging Safety Apps and gadgets. Soon she
was inducted as Secretary of the OSAC Delhi Chapter where she continued to contribute till end
2021. She represented OSAC as subject matter expert on Women Security on diverse panels as
also served as Jury member in prestigious IFSEC awards.
Later she invested her learning and time into her next calling in the world of Blockchain and other
Emerging Technologies thus making a technology leap and started her own consultancy ‘The
Calibre Consultants’. She now extends her expertise globally on advice to drive digital solutions
using various emerging technologies. Her current focus is on holding events over the metaverse
and leveraging technology to simplify as well as amplify life experiences.
Since April 2022 she is humbled and delighted to hold the post as National President, ‘Emerging
Technologies Council’ at Women’s Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (WICCI) where her
endeavor is to form a robust nationwide network of women in emerging technologies for mutual
support, growth, and knowledge sharing.
Her essential message is- “Be fascinated yet ALERT in the Digital Dawn”
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Shivani Bajaj , Vice President
Emerging Technologies Council, WICCI

BIO :Shivani Mehrotra is a University Topper from Lucknow University in her Masters of Business
Economics course. She has qualified the UGC NET exam in Management and Economics. She
has taught more than 10,000 students in the last 8 years as an Assistant Professor in NAAC
Grade "A" colleges in Lucknow, Bangalore and Hyderabad. She also holds a diploma in Child
Education and Applied Psychology. She has also taught in IB & IGCSE Schools in the best
school in Hyderabad (CHIREC International). She has been awarded Top 30 Young Indian
award by Birla TMT Steel for her contribution in the Education & Training field. She has written
several research papers on the model of Edubuk in national and international conferences held
in India. She is currently serving as the CEO of Edubuk which is a globally award winning (from
MIT, Harvard University in the US; IITs and IIMs in India) skill-tech startup using AI & Blockchain
to scale and automate the traditional career counselling industry where they help youth to map
their interests, intelligence types and passion to the most important decision of their lives: their
career path. She has served as the Business Coach for young entrepreneurs of Delhi schools
under Business Blasters program by Government of Delhi. Lastly, her startup was recently
invited by the Government of India to demo its innovation in Skill-Tech at the Dubai Expo where
she also launched the Indo-Global Blockchain Summit in collaboration with European Digital
University.
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Sneha Jain , National Council Member
Emerging Technologies Council ,WICCI

Extremely passionate about achieving financial independence, and looking at the gaps in
financial education during my employment stint at HSBC, I started my own wealth
management firm WealthTrust Capital services.
Managing over 500+clients, my core capability is to design portfolios across asset classes
providing clients a well allocated portfolio of which investment type is start up investments.
With the digital/metaverse becoming one of the most interesting businesses in the medium
term, would like to evaluate and see companies with this capability. I have also hosted
angel investing workshops for prospects, and we mentor startups to bring them on the cap
table. Extremely eager to learn and support this booming industry.
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Sana Afreen , National Council Member
Emerging Technologies Council, WICCI

BIO :CCO & Program Manager at Rizzle, I have always strived to make organizations successful
by translating my knowledge of business practices and experiences into pragmatic solutions
with lasting impact.I have a mixture of skills. And some of my key strengths include project
management, content marketing, product management, social media strategy, community
building, start-up consultation, legal liaisoning & public speaking. Hosted workshops for to
mentor startups to build brands.. Extremely eager to learn and support this booming
industry.
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Radha Singh , National Council Member
Emerging Technologies Council, WICCI

With a high passion for driving change using Technology, I am a digital enthusiast and
transformation leader with an Entrepreneurial mindset. My capability includes Robotic Process
automation, Cognitive solutions based on AI/ML/NLP, OCR, language translation, Process
Mining and Advanced Analytics based on speech & Text. Developing bots for top brands in
different industries has been my focus, and I have led teams in US, EU, APAC & Middle East
regions through their transformation journey. Besides I scout for High-Tech solutions that can
make a difference to the end customer and enhance the organization’s capabilities. I have won
Women Leadership award in Tech Implementation and Best Transformation leader in my
professional journey. Also I have Won 'All India i-App Idea' Contest for idea on Women Safety
Alert App development.
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Nivedita Vivek , National Council Member
EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES COUNCIL, WICCI

Co - Founder of an NFT Marketplace called Naksh (Marketplace for Vernacular
Artists).
Founding member of The Phoenix Guild, A women led initiative that works on
onboarding women in tech + non-tech roles on to web3 and help educate and
provide opportunities for them to further become leaders in the industry.
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Surabhi Gawde, National Council Member
Emerging Technologies Council WICCI

Surabhi's experience spans over ~ 15 years in tech/digital strategy,
customer experience, market assessment and vendor evaluation, new
business strategy, market expansion strategy, setting up of payments
banks, Go To Market strategy, transformation programs, and post merger
integration. Currently, she is working as Associate Director at Capgemini
Invent shaping propositions in blockchain, future DLT strategy, tokenization,
metaverse and Web 3 related areas.
She has extensive consulting experience from Ernst & Young (EY), KPMG
Consulting and Accenture Strategy & Consulting. She is an ex-banker from
Kotak Mahindra Bank in a national product role for liabilities business. And
she started her career as a CRM developer for banking and pharma clients
at Cognizant. Thus, she brings unique perspectives coupled with latest
insights to the table and has been establishing herself as a trusted advisor
to CTIOs, COOs, CDOs and senior executive levels in the financial services
sector.
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Debajani Mohanty, National Council Member
EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES COUNCIL

Debajani Mohanty, top 150 Women Leaders in Tech (GCPIT
2022), one of the top 30 Blockchain Influencers of India 2021
(by Singapore Fintech news), top 100 Global Social
Influencers 2021 (Piktale Awards), and Blockchain Catalysts
of India 2019-2020 (by CoinCrunch) is a Solution Architect
and author of 5 Amazon bestseller Blockchain books some of
which are translated to German and Chinese to reach the
wider mass. Pioneer Blockchain solutions developed by
Debajani in different verticals have attracted global attention
in Fintech, e-Governance, and Telecom verticals.
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Ananya Chatterjee, National Council Member
EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES COUNCIL

Diligent, determined, and curious. Have had experience as a
community manager for a student startup and have worked
closely with multiple NGOs over the last couple of years.

An advocate for women empowerment as well as everything
that concerns helping entrepreneurships and
businesses,carried forward by women. Currently an
undergraduate student pursuing B.Tech in Computer Science
from CIEM, Kolkata.
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Yamini Khurana, National Council Member
Emerging Technologies Council WICCI

Yamini Khurana is a corporate lawyer with 11 years of
experience in the field of private equity, mergers &
acquisitions, fintech, public policy and corporate &
commercial litigation. She is the Founding Partner of
Plexus Legal Law Firm based out of New Delhi, India. She
is presently working on assisting her clients in
understanding and exploring tokenisation as a mode of
seeking future investments and defining policies for
gaming platforms and social media companies on issues
related to data privacy, principles of Web 3.0 and NFTs.
She also educates and helps the creator economy to
monetize their efforts and be validly rewarded.
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Kinnari Dave, National Council Member
Emerging Technologies Council WICCI

Kinnari Dave is a strong product leader and a firm believer in the power
of technology to change humanity. She has over 18 years of experience
in the digital space specializing in driving vision and roadmaps for
businesses ranging social media to streaming service. Kinnari has led
global teams of product managers and engineers delivering high quality
and innovative features for consumers at successful companies such as
eMbience Inc and Hungama. With focus on collaboration teams Kinnari
has delivered successful results in her stints with startups such as
IndusOS and Vobok. Currently as DVP and Head of Product &
Innovation at Shemaroo Entertainment Ltd, she is delivering top-notch
entertainment through consumer-centric technologies and spearheading
Shemaroo’s foray in Web3.0, NFT and Metaverse ecosystems.
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Anushka Gupta, National Council Member
Emerging Technologies Council , WICCI

Motivated, diligent, responsible, highly passionate and
enthusiastic undergraduate student.I’m an enthusiast of
blockchain technology and the disruptive value of
decentralized applications.Currently, I’m pursuing BTech
specialization in Electronics and Communication from
JSSATE, Noida.
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Sevashree Mohapatra, National Council Member
Emerging Technologies Council , WICCI

A strategic Corporate Communication and technology leader,
Sevashree has helped brands like Hindustan Times, Ogilvy,
ArcelorMittal, and Suez create value for their customer.
Currently, she is the Chief Storyteller for a tech content
platform, Axetue.com and a guest author with Times of India
where she writes about emerging technologies.
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Ankita Hamirwasia Jalan, Nation Council
Member
Emerging Technologies Council, WICCI
A strategy & operations professional, Ankita has over 10
years of work experience in business & growth strategy,
improving business efficiency, developing business
partnerships and stakeholder management.

Her experience pans across multiple sectors including
SaaS, Mobility, Retail, Travel Retail, Education and
Infrastructure. She holds a Masters from London School of
Economics in Accounting & Finance.
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Vinita Mathreja, National Council Member
Emerging Technologies Council , WICCI

Vinita is an M.A in English Literature.
She has authored whitepapers on 'Blockchain for logistics'
for General Electric and 'Metaverse for the Web3 economy'.
She has worked on content production for Near Protocol,
Biconomy, Nitro Network - a platform that brings NFT and
DeFi together, Xfinite Entertainment Token - an ICO and a
dApp built on Algorand Blockchain.
She is also a crypto investor and likes to explore DeFi
applications. She endeavors to help build communities for
tech platforms to drive more value to people.
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Gunjan Maheshwari & WICCI DESIGNATION
Emerging Technologies Council , WICCI
Fascinated by User behaviour generally.Loves 0-1 Product Building.
Academically a Chartered Accountant with Fire in the belly for building
Impactful Products.
Started my Career with Fixed Income Investments Dealer (Debt Mutual
Funds) as Credit Analyst eventually handling Liquid Portfolios.
To biggest SME Lending platform ,where I built the entire Lending
Platform from scratch and found my love for Product Management in the
process. The platform is the biggest SME lending Platform in India and
launched by PM Shri Narendra Modi and Flipkart Growth Product Team
helped me explore Funnel Optimization.
Currently in Dell building 0-1 product for their International E-comm
Business.
Curious and Excited to explore and Learn about Metaverse aka MATAVERSE.
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Deepa Shah, National Council Member
Emerging Technologies Council , WICCI

Deepa has a B.Arch from CEPT, Ahmedabad.
Since last 15 years, Deepa has founded several tech
startups like Fab, Hem, True Sparrow & PLG works.
Currently she is building Thursday, a tool for remote
teams to build culture.
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Kapila Sood , National Council Member
Emerging Technologies Council, WICCI
Kapila Sood is a product leader with over 18 years of experience in implementing AI \
ML solutions and Data Products. She has extensive experience and background in
building Enterprise Data Warehouses, Data Governance & Management Programs,
Business Intelligence & Analytical Insight systems with a strong business acumen.
She has worked in a consulting role with multiple fortune 500 clients. Currently she is
working with Verizon to implement the next generation of AI solutions using state of
the art technologies. At Verizon Kapila has worked on building programs for Revenue
and Customer management, predictive and prescriptive solutions to drive actionable
insights and enable data driven decision making. Prior to this role Kapila gained
extensive exposure to Healthcare Informatics and was primarily responsible for
program inception, initiation and deployment of EDW/ BI analytic programs
integrating insurance payer and healthcare provider businesses. She led POCs for
big data and AWS cloud solutions to implement algorithms for predictive modeling
and leveraged tools like Alteryx, Spark, HDFS, Mongo dB ,Snowflake and Tableau to
name a few.
Kapila is a Gold Medalist from Delhi University and loves building 0-1 product
journeys.
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Rasamanjari Nandan, National Council Member
Emerging Technologies Council WICCI
Rasamanjari has completed her Bachelor's in Statistics from Presidency
University, Kolkata and Master's as well in Statistics from IIT Kanpur. With her
course work and through various projects, she has gained deep knowledge in
various statistical concepts.

During her internship, she has taught over 55 students remotely in US in
Robotics scholar program. She has worked in Data science and Analytics
domain and leveraged skill sets over various domains like machine learning,
deep learning, NLP etc. Currently she provides expertise in the quantitative field
of finance and works in core quant team of investment management banking
sector. She is interested in building startups and networking with people and her
aim is to be cause for good in society. She is delighted to be part of WICCI and
wants to learn and contribute in its growth.
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Garvita Khybri, National Council Member
Emerging Technologies Council WICCI
Garvita Khybri is an award-winning journalist on a break from journalism. She is currently heading
Media Relations for Change.org India.
Before Change.org, she was a Gender Reporter and a founding member with The Quint. She worked at
The Quint's newsroom for 5 years where she filed stories on crimes against women, the LGBT community,
statistics and much more on a daily basis. She have broken stories around #MeToo and the Chinmayanand
rape case.
She launched and spearheaded a campaign called 'Talking Stalking' in 2017 that aimed to break the
silence around stalking in India. She reported on over 50 cases of stalking and helped bring the perpetrator
to task in atleast 7 of those. MP Dr Shashi Tharoor took cognisance of her reportage and prepared a
Private Member's Bill with The Quint's assistance to make stalking a non-bailable offence.
He presented it in the Monsoon Session of the parliament in 2018. He even met with the Home Minister to
highlight the problem and talk about the campaign.
The Aam Aadmi Party too d passed a resolution to make stalking a non-bailable offence in the Delhi State.
She won a Gold at the WANIFRA South Asian awards 2018 for 'Best Innovation to Engage Youth
Audiences Category' and a Silver at DidiPub Awards 2018 for 'Best Innovation in Publishing'. Both were
awarded for Talking Staking.
She was an ICFJ fellow in 2016 where she was embedded with AJ+ in San Francisco to bring out stories of
the Indian diaspora. She was also invited to participate in the Online Digital Association conference in
Denver in 2016. She has close to 10 years of work ex having worked with the BBC, The Quint, Magic Bus
and NDTV
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Anuradha Chowdhary, National Council Member
Emerging Technologies Council, WICCI

Anuradha is an intellectual property and corporate lawyer, specialising
in tech law.
She focuses on helping business in the emerging technologies space
(Web3 + NFTs + the Metaverse + crypto), and also works with clients in
the media and entertainment industry.
Anuradha is very passionate about Web3 (which she blogs about on
LinkedIn and Instagram) and is working towards helping others
understand Web3 and bringing sound advisory services to this space.
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Anuradha is also an alumnus of the University of the Arts London (one
of the world’s best art colleges) and hold a degree in filmmaking, along
with experience in the media and entertainment industry.
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Amrita Mallik & National Council Member
Emerging Technologies Council, WICCI
Amrita is an Innovation & Transformation executive offering a
rich experience of 14+ years in the IT/Banking industry, spanning
across business analysis, subject matter consulting, solution
designing, project management, leading & supporting various
initiatives for Global clients.These days she working as an Sr
Innovation Manager (Vice President) in HSBC where she is
leading various Metaverse Initiatives across the bank.
She is a post-graduate from MDI,Guragaon and a graduate from NIT,
Rourkela
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Sharvari Patil, National Council Member
Emerging Technologies Council, WICCI
Sharvari Patil is a Blockchain consultant & very much active in
blockchain space. She has recently launched her website ‘FinSight’
related to Fintech blogs. She is also part of Blocktical Youtube channel
& hosts Blockchain webinars, interviews to spread knowledge of
Blockchain towards people in tier-II & tier-III cities.
She is having 12+ years of experience in banking & IT.
She has done B.Tech.(Computer) from COEP (College of
Engineering, Pune) & worked with TCS after graduation. While pursuing
her MBA at Welingkar Institute, Mumbai, she developed tremendous
interest towards banking industry & decided to delve into banking sector
after post-graduation.
She has worked with Axis, ICICI & Kotak Mahidra Banks at managerial
positions in various domains such as Corporate Banking, Trade Finance,
Retail Banking, Wealth Management & Digital Banking.
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SUPPORTED BY
WICCI is supported by the massive
global

networks

of

ALL

Ladies

League (ALL), Women Economic
Forum (WEF), and SHEconomy.

ALL is a movement of ‘Sisters Beyond
Borders.’
WEF is a platform for ‘Business
Beyond Borders.’ SHEconomy is ecommerce for women worldwide in
Goods & Services for ‘Commerce
Beyond Borders’
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COUNTRIES

REPRESENTED

Albania, Angola, Armenia, Argentina, Australia, Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Brazil, Burundi, Cameroon, Canada, Chad,
China, Costa Rica, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Colombia, Ecuador, Egypt, Ghana, Germany, Greece, Guatemala,
Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Italy, Israel, Ireland, Japan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Lesotho, Luxembourg, Malawi,
Malaysia, Mexico, Moldova, Monaco, Montenegro, Morocco, Mozambique, Malta, Netherlands, Nigeria, Nepal, New
Zealand, North Macedonia, Norway, Paraguay, Portugal, Peru, Puerto Rico, Philippines, Qatar, Romania, Russia,
Rwanda, Serbia, Singapore, Slovenia, Spain, South Africa, South Korea, Suriname, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Tunisia,
Turkey, Uganda, Ukraine, UK, Uruguay, Venezuela, Vietnam, Virgin Islands (US), UAE, USA, Uzbekistan, Zimbabwe.28
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